
Class Name:  Hand Piecing Delilah   
 
Instructor:  Patty Hinkel 
 
Supplies Needed:   
Fabric – either the Delilah fabric kit or your choice of a variety of fabrics.  I prefer to use prewashed fabric.  
If using the fabric kit, it’s easiest to soak the pieces together in a sink with tepid water for a few minutes, 
then put them in the dryer with a bath towel.  I like to starch mine with Best Press. 
 

Cutting supplies – you can use either scissors or a rotary cutter.  If using the latter, the cutter needs to be 
either 28mm or 18mm (a larger cutter won’t work).  If you have one, bring either a rotating mat or a small 
mat that you can easily turn. 
 

True Grips – these are similar to sandpaper dots that you put on the bottom of templates to keep them 
from slipping but these are clear. 
 

Fabric mechanical pencils – I prefer the Sewline brand.  Bring a variety of what you have; if purchasing 
them, you’ll want a black and a white, at minimum. 
 

Sandpaper board – we have a couple of sizes to purchase.  If you have a Lap App, there is one under the 
cover. 
 

50 wt cotton thread – Aurifil, DMC, Mettler, or Masterpiece (from the Frosted Donuts only) are great 
choices, in a medium gray or tan. 
 

Needles – either a Milliner 10 or 11 (also known as a Straw needle) or a Sharp 10,11, or 12 (also known 
as an Applique needle).  My preference is the Clover Black Gold size 12. 
 

Pins – you’ll need a few fine pins (Clover Silk Glasshead or Patchwork Glasshead are great choices). 
 

Scissors for cutting threads. 
 

Any other of your favorite tools for handwork, such as a thimble.   
 

We appreciate it when you buy your class supplies from us - these purchases enable us to offer a robust 
class schedule and keep your dollars local. 
 

Cancellation Policy:  We must commit to our teachers and to other students one week before the class 
begins so we can’t give refunds or transfers after that time (unless we can fill your spot from the waiting 
list).  You are welcome to send someone in your place if you are unable to come.  If enrollment has not 
met the minimum required for the class, we will cancel it one week before the first session.  We love your 
kids but your fellow students left theirs at home and hope you will too. 
 
Dates:___________________________________ Times:________________________ 


